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SYNOPSIS

   The aerodynamic instability of H-shaped section cylinder is investigated in both laminar and

turbulent flows by varying structural damping decrement. This cylinder has two types of
escillatioRs under wind action in the same way as the rectangular cy!inder. The one is vortex
excited oscillatioR at lewer wind velgcity, the aRother is gallopifig (namely self--excited one) at

higher wind velocity.

  The experimental results show that these phenomena occur in the remarkably different way
betvveex iR lamiRar axd tgrbulek{ figws. In the laiRimar figw tke vcrtex excited cscillaticn ccc"rs

clearly at the wind velocity corresponding to the frequency of wake vortex equal to the character--

istic frequency of the cylinder, but in the turbulent flow this phenomenon scarcely does and the

escillation becomes maiRly galloping one. This oscillation is influeRccd by the intensity and the

scale ef turbuleRt fiow adding to the structural damping decrement.

l. INTRODUCTION

  Recently it is frequently reported that the hanger of Langer girder bridge, which is usually

constructed by H-shaped steel, collapsed at the connection between hanger and girder on account
of fatigue of the coRnectien by Åíhe wind induced oscillation.

  The aerodynamic characteristics of H-shaped section cylinder have not been st"died so much

in comparison with many studies of those of another bluff bodies, for example circular and
rectangular cylinders. It is very important to study the aerodynamic characteristics of H-shaped

sectieR cylinder frem the view poiRt ef the aeredymamical desigR of haRger ef these kinds ef
bridges in order to prevent above mentioned accidents.

  The key of the study is to make clear the mechanism of vortex excited oscillation at lower wind

velecity, ef galleping eRe at higher wiRd velccity aRd cf the traRsient proÅëess frcm the fgrmer tc

the latter, adding to this to know the characteristics of these phenomena in turbulent fiow because

the real structures are always in•the natural wind with every moment fluctuating velocity. In this
paper the structural damping decrement of the system is considered to be one of the pararneters

infiuencing the aeredyRamic respoRses ift beth lamiRar aRd turbuleftt fiows, aitd in turbuleRt fiow

two factors are considered, which are the intensity and the scale describing the propers of
turbulent flow.

2. EXPERIMENTS

  The tests are carried out by the spring balance method in wind tunnel with the test section of

40 Å~ 4e cm and with the wind velecity (V7 O m/s to 7 m/s. Fig.I (a) shews the system chaRgiAg the

structural damping decrement continuously by changing the voltage and current to the electro
magnet. Fig. 1 (b) shows the system for shaking the active model by making the arm vibrate in
ceRstakt freqgeRcy by excitiRg the electro magxet iR cgRstaAt time interval frcm the signal cf

oscillator, The amplitude in exciting becomes maximum one at the frequency of agreement
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between the characteristic one of main spring and that of sub-spring. This method comes to be
able to shake the active model without creating the beat in the responses of active model. Fig.2

$hows the active model with the dimension of web width (B) of 4 cm and the fiange depth (D) of

4 cm, the length (L) of 38 cm and the thickness (t) of O.3 cm,
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  The test in the turbulent flow is carried out by using the five grids for generating the turbulent

fiow as showR iR Fig. 3 and Table l and Fig.4 shews the pcsitieR gf the active medel and the
grids in the wind tunnel. The fluctuating wind velocity of wake is measured by the hot wire
anemometer at the down stream of 15 cm from the active model, the frequency of wake vortex is

discussed iR comparisoR vvith the aercdynamic responses.
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Fig. 2 Active Medel

Table 1 Grids fer GeRerating TRrbglent Flevvs

GRmNo.L(cm) B(cm) L/B V-(m/s) IN(SOI6,) Lx(crn)

I 12.g 2A 6 4.56 4.4e 4.88

ll 12.0 3.0 4 4.88 6.26 6.40

m l2.C 4.e 3 5.40 9.9e l2.77

N 8.0 2.0 4 4.60 6.42 7.41

V 16.0 4.0 4 4.08 9.76 6.46
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Fig. 3 Grid for generating Turbulent Flew
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3. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

3.l Responses at lower wind velocity in laminar flow

   Fig.5 shows responses in various structural damping decrements. The typical response curves

in larger structural dampiRg decrement are separated into the vortex excited and galloping
oscillations. All of the response curves abruptly appears at the wind velocity of 1.38 m/s because

the Stroghal Rgmber of this cyliRder is O.l45 from ancther test, the characteristic frequency is

4.99 c/s and the representative length is 4cm. The amplitude of response increases with the
iRcreme#t ef wixd velecity and has a local maximum value at certain wind velocity (call it the

local maximum wind velocity) and abruptly takes small value at the little higher wind velocity than

the lccal maximum wiRd velccity. These Rgx-lixear pkexgmema at lcwer wixd velecity make
difficult the theoretical analysis of aerodynamic responses of bluff bodies. At higher wind
velocity the gallopiRg escillation occurs with stable aRd unstable limit cycles. This pheRcmencR

is the noniinear oscillation to be able to analyzed in some extent by the successful method, which

is the quasi-steady method using the forces iR steady state aRd the effective angles of attack. But

this method is not useful to analyze the vortex excited oscillations at iower wind velocity. It can

be seen from the response curve in Fig.6 that the local maximum amplitude occurs at the wind
velocity correspondifig to the frequency gap of wake vortex from first to second synchronization

region. This tendency appears in the response curves which are separated into the vortex excited

aRd the gallcping csclllations. IR order to find the model to be able to analyze the both non-

linear oscillation, it may be useful to find the experimental equations to divide the responses into

vertex excited enc and gallopixg gRe. Fig.7 (a) shovvs the relatioR between the structural damping

decrements and the local maximum amplitudes, Fig.7 (b) shows the relation between the structural
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damping decrements and the local maximum wind velocity. These are the results of response
cxxr\es iR large str:ct:ral dampikg decremeRts which are separaÅíed iRtc vertex excited o$cillatiexs

and the galloping one. The purpose is to estimate the amplitudes corresponding to the frequency

gap of wake vortex in the responses at lower structural damping decrement which is not separated

iRto tvvo types cf oscillatioRs. These plotted curves are assumed to be able to be fitted by the

exponential type curves following as

                   V.ex Ae-Ca+B and ,rp./b=Are"ca+Br

where Y. is the lccal maximum wind velecity, S is the strgctural damping decremeRt ef the
system, opm is the local maximum amplitude and b is the web width, respectively. The value of
the parameters A, B, C, A ', B; C'are shown in Figs. 7 (a) and (b).

  It is considered that these experimental equations ccrrectly estimate the amplitudes cor-
responding to the local maximum one which appears in the respoRse curves of larger damping
decrement, for the local maximum wind velocity appears in the region of frequency gap and the

estimated amplitude is on the response curve as shown in Fig.8.
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3.2 Respenses at higher wind velocity in laminar flow

  The unstable limit cycle, which is shown by the chain lines in Fig. 5, has the tendency that it

extends the region to the higher wind velocity with increment of the structurai damping decre-

ments, but the stable limit cycle of high amplitude appears on the similar response curves inde-

pendently of the structural damping. Adding to this, this stable liinit cycles appears iR the regions

of second and third synchronizations of wake vortex as shown in Figs. 6, 8 and 9. 0n the other

haAd, the stable limit cycle of lewer amplitude has the frequeRcy ef wake vortex of Strouhal

component without synchronization. This means that all of the responses with higher amplitude

thaR the certaiR gRe have the syxchrcxized wake vcrtex frequency with harmeRics. Cexse-
quently, it must be considered that the analysis of the response'  in the region of galloping
should be dgAe by considering the RgR-linear eqgatlon with the effect ef harmoRics of extemal

forces. From the view point of this, the quasi-steady theory may not correctly describe the
phenomenon of galleping, fer this theory doe$ net considered the effect of the harmenics ef the

externai forces. The difficuity of higher order synchronization is to have to introduce the model

which causes wake vortex frequency gap in continuous response curves.
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3.3 Responses in turbulent flows
   The $ynchrgnizatieR iR lamiRar figw appears as the weak synckrgftizatieR in turblllext fiew as

shown in Figs. 10, 11 and most of the frequency of wake vortex becomes the one according to
Strouhal component. The response curves are similar to the stable limit cycle with high amplitude

iR lamiRar ficw as shovvR in Fig.l2. The remarkable difference ifi beth fiovvs is occurence of

strong synchronization or not. The mechanism of oscillation has no essential differences. But

the amplitudes of oscillation have the same order in both flows. Consequently, it can be
guessed that the real structure has the possibility that the oscillation is easily induced by the

turbulept fiow, ik spite ef this, fficst ef the repgrts, which reports tke accideRts accerdiftg to this

kind of oscillation, have the stand point that these kinds of oscillations are induced by only

laminar flow with lower wind velocity (namely vortex excited oscillation). Fig.13 shows the effect

of strgctgrai damping decreraeRt te the respoRse iR tgrbuleRt fiow. IncremeRt ef dampiRg
decrement makes the response curve extend to higher wind velocity similar to that in laminar flow.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the effect of scale and intensity of turbulent flow, respectively. The
turbulence characteristics are listed in Table l. These figures show that both parameters have

considcrable iRfluences te the higher amplitude rather than lower amplitude.
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4. CONCLUDINGREMARKS

   The followings are the conclusions from the present investigation about the aerodynamic
responses of H-shaped section cylinder.

(l) Tke maximum amp!itudes iR the region ef first syRchronizatien can be estimatÅëd by the
proposed exponential form equations. These equations can be used by setting only the structural

dampixg decremext.
(2) The aerodynamic responses occur at the region of synchronization with harmonics. The
coftveRtioRal censideratigx has explaixed the aercdyRainic respcxses gf blgff bodies as tke twc

type phenomena which are the vortex excited and the galloping oscillations, but the results from

the present investigatieRs $upersede the cenveRtieRal ceRsideratieR axd the twe type pheRcmema

are essentially same mechanisms, the differences bwtween two phenomena are dependent only on

the order of synchronization. But the lower amplitude r.espoRses in higher wind velocity has
wake vortex frequency of Strouhal component.

(3) The weak synchronization appears in the responses in turbulent flows. This means that the

response mechanism in both iaminar and turbulent fiows is aimost equal. It is considered that

the fluctuation of wind velocity in turbulent flow makes weak the synchronization. The
structural damping decrement does fiot infiuence to the responses of the first synchronization in

turbulent flow as strongly as that in laminar flow,

(4) The scale alld the ifiteksity of turbuleRt fiovv considerably infiuences to the respofises in

turbulent flow.

(5) The cagses gf the accidexts by the wiAd ikdgced gscillatieR is fiot always by {he vcrtex
excited, oscillations (first synchronization) in laminar flow but there is the possibility by the weak

syRchrgRizatiog in tgrbuleRt fie\v, for the valge ef amplit=de iR tke tgrbglext fiow is almost eqgal

to that in laminar flow corresponding to the wind velocity of first synchronization. This means
that it needs in desigA of haRger vvith bluff bodies to coRsider the aeredyRamic chafacteri$tics iR

both laminar and turbulent flows.
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